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BEST BET R4 20:21

Sandstorm
Rico

Blue Bdl
D

T: Joseph Mcfadyen
$1.45

The Hound Says: Looks very well graded here back
from some good efforts in town in harder races
then this. Should get every chance to bounce back
into the winners list.

NEXT BEST R5 20:42

Chloe's
Comet

Dark Bdl
B

T: Geoffrey Sattler
$1.8

The Hound Says: Interesting runner. Former
Tasmanian who is looking for a hat trick of wins. Is
back in trip but that along with the gun draw
should suit. Looks a big show.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 1,2 
Race 6 - 8,2,3,7 
Race 7 - 2,4,5 
Race 8 - 7,3,4 

$20 for 27.77%

R1 WELCOME TO LADBROKES GARDENS
MASTERS

M1/M2/
M3 400m 19:17

VENCEDOR (7) is a rocket who has scored fast
wins here at his last two outings. He should be
winning this very easily but the price will be very
short. Look at the exotics with SPACE GIRL (4)
who can show good early pace the likely quinella
runner. PRINCE LEO (2) will be running home
strongly. Field for fourth as they look outclassed.

1.
2.
4.
5. SCR
7.
8.

Tips

R2 LADBROKES BET TICKER MAIDEN Maiden 400m 19:36

MS WOW (1) ran home well here last week to
place on debut. Hopefully box one will help her
begin a bit better. SAPHONI MISS (2) is nicely
bred and won't have to be a star to feature.
Watch the market. SCHOOL BELL (6) will
appreciate drawing wide and could be the big
improver. TALL AND DREAMY (7) likes a wide
draw and looks a strong place chance.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A SCR
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R3 RACECOURSE HOTEL WALLSEND MAIDEN Maiden 400m 19:59

Hard race with most runners out of form.
RATTLIN' IMPACT (3) has had little or no luck at
his three career outings and could improve
markedly in this modest line up. PACINO
WARRIOR (7) might benefit from the race
exprience when a fair fifth on debut here last
week. SIAKAM (5) could place at big odds.
TEMPLE PILOT (2) could sprint well fresh.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. SCR
7.
8.

Tips

R4 HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY TO ALL 4th/5th Grade 515m 20:21

SANDSTORM RICO (5) looks very well placed
here. Has good early pace and if he can lead
looks the one to beat. MISS MILA (2) didn't have
much luck here last week and she will get her
chance from the good draw. Danger. TED ROBBO
(4) is risky at box rise but can run time with a
clear run. RED BALL ROCKET (7) is racing well and
just needs luck early.

1.
2.
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R5 GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION 26 MAY 5th Grade 400m 20:42

CHLOE'S COMET (1) brings very good Tasmanian
form for her first NSW appearance. Has good
early pace. BLAZIN' OAKLEE (2) should get a nice
run through early behind the red runner and be
hard to hold out. ZIPPING AUSSIE (6) will be
looking for rails runs through the field. Place.
BLAZIN' BAD ZULA (8) is poorly drawn but could
find the back of exotics

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R6 SKY RACING 5th Grade 400m 20:58

FAR TOO FAR (8) looks well boxed out wide to
sweep around them early. Was very good here
last week and is nearing another win. GIGGLING
DIXIE (2) will appreciate drawing near the rail.
FLYING FLING (3) has the pace to lead but isn't
alway reliable at box rise. E/way. DUSTY DYLAN
(7) loves a wide draw and can capitalise on any
trouble inside.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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R7 NEWCASTLE GREYHOUND TRANSPORT 5th Grade 400m 21:19

ZARA GO ON (2) is having her first start here but
brings solid Maitland form in slightly harder
races. Has found a race with most a bit below
their best. FIREBALL NIGHT (4) might get some
clear air early. Hard to beat if on the bunny.
READY TO RAID (5) can find the placings if he can
find the rail early. ASTON ROJA (3) has pace but
last bit a worry

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. SCR
8. SCR

Tips

R8 LADBROKES COMMUNITIES 5th Grade 400m 21:35

DRAMA KIDS (7) has a great record at this track
and from wide draws. Might have the pace to
cross and will be the one to beat on the bunny.
ZAMBORA CREED (3) was a tad disappointing
here last week but could bounce back from the
better draw. ALL ZIP (4) just needs clear air early
to be competitive. SPARKY UNITED (1) is in form
but needs luck early.
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R9 SIRESONICE.COM.AU 0-3 WIN Mixed 600m 21:53

JOURNEY (4) has a big motor but does a few
things wrong. Just needs a clear run in transit to
be winning. ORANA RINGO (1) was super winning
heat and final of the maiden here recently. Looks
as though the rise in distance will suit. WE'LL SEE
(3) can run home into the placings. RAINBOW
BLUE (2) is strong and can capitalise on any
trouble up front.

1. N/A
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. SCR
8. N/A

Tips

R10 TONY GREY ROOFING 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 515m 22:12

SUBSONIC (7) was super here last week and a
repeat of that run has him winning again. Can
take a stride or two to hit top gear is the only
risk. Just needs clear air early. JUNGLE TIGER (4) is
a promising youngster. Could pinch it if he leads.
STOCKTON SLAP (1) had no luck last start. Can
bounce back. ALL ZIPPER (3) can run home into
the placings.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6. N/A
7.
8. SCR
9. N/A SCR

Tips

R11 MKM SIGNS 5th Grade 400m 22:39

SKY'S DELIGHT (4) should have finished much
closer here last week. Has early pace and if she
leads early she could pinch it. LOTS OF ATTITUDE
(7) is very risky at box rise but on her best jump
she could sweep around them. SARA'S TIGER (6)
has early pace but the last bit is a major concern.
JAKE AND JAMEY (2) can place from the good
draw. Value.

1. N/A
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A
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8.

Tips

R12 PHOTOGRAPHER'S GET OUT 5th Grade 400m 22:59

GO ELVIS (2) found trouble when trying to cross
to the rail from a wide draw here last week. With
a slow beginner drawn inside and a wide runner
outside he should get every chance. KICK ON
KATE (3) can use a bit of the track but was good
here last week when placed. ORSON DUKE (6) is
going better then his form reads. Value hope.
MICKEY DAWN (7).
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